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Courthouse Falls

Hanesworth

F

all is fast approaching and soon the Delayed Harvest streams
will be full of healthy and eager stocked fish. The summer
rains have kept water levels up and the wild trout waters are also
promising to be full of fine fishing opportunities. Our chapter has a lot of new members
joining over the last six months or so, and many from outside the area. With the cancellation of a scheduled speaker, PCTU is taking the opportunity to put on a very different
event at our next chapter meeting that is sure to be entertaining and of high value to experienced anglers and newcomers alike. This event is geared for those folks who are
like I was about 12 years ago. Eager to fish the streams in our area but uncertain about
whether a given stream holds any fish! We are calling this “Stream Blitz”.

P re s i d e nt ’ s L et t er

Here's how the Blitz will work. Using a powerpoint presentation on the screen, a featured watershed will be
covered, with general facts and location first, then the Blitz is on! Seasoned members will be recognized to
give in 30 seconds or less their take on the stream. If they talk too long they will get The Gong. Each stream
will have a five minute overall limit and we will cover at least 12 major streams!
Which waters will be covered?
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P r e s i d e nt ’ s L e t t e r

c o nt i n u e d

For this inaugural event we will start with the home waters and cover the French Broad River Basin to include:
The Little River in Dupont Forest, the East Fork of the French Broad River, the West Fork of the French
Broad, the North Fork of the French Broad (including Courthouse Creek), the upper and lower Davidson River (including Looking Glass and Avery Creeks), the South Mills River and Bradley Creek, the North Mills
River (including Big and Fletcher Creeks). As time allows we will continue down the French Broad to cover
Bent Creek, Cane Creek, Swannanoa River, Spring Creek (and Roaring Fork), Big Laurel, Shelton Laurel and
Mill Ridge Pond.
While this is designed to provide insight for those new to our area or new to fishing, I strongly encourage the
seasoned vets of the chapter to come out and help by sharing some of your local stream experience. So bring
a notebook, bring a friend, and as always, you don't have to be a member to attend a chapter meeting.
See you at the Blitz!!!

Mark Byington

Pisgah Chapter Board Meeting - July 9, 2012

From Left to Right— Dave Pierce, Ron Pankey (invited guest), John Kies, Skip Sheldon, Chris Ellis, Mark
Byington, and Kiki Matthews. Missing from the photo John Johnson Sorry John
(Which is why I’m not the chapter photographer jh)
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From the Editor

W

e could call this month’s newsletter the nostalgia issue. Our feature article goes back a few
years. Written by Kevin Howell’s father Don a founder of Pisgah Chapter Trout Unlimited,

On page 10 I do some reminiscing of my own with an experience from 2001.

T

his month’s feature article is BIG TROUT, FLIES, AND MUDDY WATER by Don Howell. This
article is featured in the Aug/Sep issue of Southern Trout, an on-line magazine. Check it out!
(southerntrout.com/mag/) Don Howell was a well known fly fisherman famous for
catching large trout. Even though the article is old the information is not. If you
want to catch large brown trout on the Davidson River read this article carefully.
The article is from Don’s book Tying & Fishing Southern Appalachian Trout
Flies—available at Davidson River Outfitters.

Mentors List
Chapter Members listed below are available to accompany one or
two members who would like to learn more about fly fishing in our
streams. If you are just beginning to fly fish, here’s an opportunity to
get help from some knowledgeable anglers.
Bob Daubert

693-6262

Steve Fromholtz

674-2450*

Dave Maxwell

894-0308

Steve Herring

749-9352

Dale Klug

243-6783

Legend: * weekends only

Snags and Snarls
is published eleven times a year by the Pisgah Chapter of Trout Unlimited, a non - profit organization for its members
and supporters.
Address comments to: Snags & Snarls PO Box 841 Hendersonville NC 28793-0841 E-Mail jimhosk@bellsouth.net
The Pisgah Chapter web site is: http://www.pisgahchaptertu.org
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Davidson River Project
Our planned workday for building a stairway at Sycamore Flats was yet again rained out. We're
three for three so far!! Will try to schedule again for August.
However: Since we were there, Lorie Stroup suggested we assemble the materials she had procured for (5) Line recycling containers. In about (2) hours we had (3) totally assembled and mounted on 4 x 4's, (2) were short a couple of pieces. Warning and information labels have been provided
by NC Fisheries. Lorie’s intent is to install near major access points to the Davidson as an experiment to determine if they will be utilized. If successful, they could expand to Mills River. When all
the containers are installed we will be looking for some volunteers to empty containers for recycling, some minor training will be required. Davidson River Outfitters have indicated they will participate with maintaining containers. As far as we know these are the first containers installed in Western NC.

Participants: Left to Right Ross Fox, Skip Sheldon, Bob Daubert and Clive Morris.

Tim Schubmehl
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PISGAH CHAPTER SUPPORTS RIVERCOURSE
By Linda Byington
This year NCTU Rivercourse Conservation & Fly Fishing Youth Camp celebrated its 10th anniversary.
Seventeen campers (12 boys and 5 girls) attended camp during the week of June 17-22 at Lake Logan Episcopal Center near Canton, NC.
Since the camp’s first season in 2003, the Pisgah Chapter has shown a deep commitment to supporting
Rivercourse. PCTU President Craig Larson, who passed away in 2005, was one of the first to be involved,
serving as Camp Director for the first three years of the camp’s existence. Another chapter member who
has been a Rivercourse staff volunteer from the beginning is Bob Daubert. Bob has taught knots, fly tying
and trout development as well as chaperoning in camper cabins and ghillying.
Over the years, Steve Herring and Mike Dennis have served as
camp doctors in addition to chaperoning and ghillying. In 2012
Mike Dennis was “head ghillie”, making sure that each camper
had a one-on-one opportunity to fish each evening with an experienced mentor.
Several PCTU members have
helped by serving as ghillies
during the evening on-stream
sessions during camp.
Among those are David Pierce, Chris Ellis,
and John Kies. Chapter member Michael
Bell, having been in our Trout in the Classroom program in Polk County prior to attending Rivercourse in 2007, has returned during the past two camps to serve
as chaperone and instructor. In 2011 and 2012 current PCTU President Mark
Byington gave water quality presentations to campers as a part of the conservation education that is such a vital part of camp each year. I currently serve
as Administrative Director of Rivercourse.
In the beginning, when funding was scarce, several chapter members took it
upon themselves to personally sponsor campers. After Craig’s death, chapter
member Stu Cohn established the Craig Larsen Fund at the Community Foundation of Henderson County to provide financial help each year. For the past
few years, Pisgah Chapter has budgeted monies for camper sponsorships as well as covering the cost of
transportation to the Davidson River for a field trip to tour the hatchery and plant riparian buffers of native
plants along the banks of the river. In addition, the chapter pays the cost of the plants. And many chapter
members have responded during “pass the hat” fundraisers at chapter meetings, making donations to sponsor additional campers as well as purchase tee shirts and caps for camp.
In 2012 the chapter sponsored two young ladies. Both girls live in Western North Carolina, and neither
had fished before. Both agree that Rivercourse was a life-changing experience.
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PISGAH CHAPTER SUPPORTS RIVERCOURSE continued
Thanks to the generous donation of time and money by Pisgah Chapter and its members, Rivercourse is making a difference by giving a group of boys and girls an experience each summer that inevitably will change
the course of their interactions with the natural world and direct their behavior in the future, as well as introducing them to a lifetime of enjoyment of the sport of fly fishing.

He’s in there!

Keep Looking!
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BIG TROUT, FLIES, AND MUDDY WATER
DON HOWELL

A

s ”Cap” Weise

stepped onto the porch of the lodge, he peered over at me and demanded to know, “What
are you doing sitting here? Daylight is burning and it’s the best time to fish. It has been in a month.” I
had always respected Cap’s ability to catch trout and his knowledge of their habits. I was, however, beginning
to feel that he had been fishing in the hot sun too long and had lost his ability to clearly reason.
Cap, several of our friends, and I had been invited to fish at an exclusive, private fishing
lodge in North Carolina where the trout are
protected by “catch-and-release” and by “fly
fishing-only” regulations. These and a supplementary feeding program not only produce
large populations of trout, but some very, very
large trophies as well.
Unfortunately, a severe thunderstorm arrived
at the lodge at the same time I did. The result
was that the stream rose rapidly and became
very discolored. Since I was limited in the
amount of time I could fish, I sat on the porch,
understandably disgusted. I was surprised when
Cap said that this was a good time to fish.Jokingly, I told him that I didn’t bring any garden hackles with me.
“You don’t need worms,” he replied. “I’ll let everyone know that I’m here, I’ll get my waders on, and we’ll
go after that lunker.”
When we arrived at our chosen location, Cap sat down on the bank and proceeded to cut his tippet off along
with several more inches of his tapered leader. He replaced it with a section of strong, six pound monofilament. When Cap finished modifying his leader, it was approximately the same length as his eight foot fly rod.
He explained that a long leader is unnecessary since heavy nymphs are cast a very short distance, and the fish
are not very spooky in this type of fishing.
During this entire process, I was standing on the bank looking like a big-eyed boy at a picnic, simply amazed
that trout could be caught on flies in muddy water. Cap was eager to help me rig my outfit (and to coach me)
as we turned the “rained out” trip into a productive day’s fishing not only did I enjoy a great day of fishing,
but I learned a method that has enabled me to catch more trophy trout than any other method I have
ever tried.
After a thunderstorm, big trout take the opportunity to gorge on food washed into the stream. They use the
security and protection of the discolored water much like the darkness of the night. Though the trout have
moved from their protective homes in deep water into the shallows, they still behave with a feeling of security
and protection. Thus, they are much more susceptible and vulnerable to your fly.
Large trout are normally lazy creatures and during these conditions they will go where they can catch the most
food without expending a large amount of energy. The best places to find them are the heads of pools where
swift, foamy water carries food from upstream, at the bottom of pools where the food gathers before washing
downstream, or other locations in pools where the current captures the greatest amount of food and washes it
into one central location.
Snags and Snarls
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BIG TROUT, FLIES, AND MUDDY WATER continued
In order to be successful, you must not only select the correct location, but you also must be willing to change
your normal fly fishing style slightly. In addition to using a shorter, stronger leader, you must move at a much
slower pace, making many repeated casts to the same spot. Repeated casts are necessary because the trout’s
visibility will be much lower in the dingy water; therefore, it may be necessary to present the fly many times
before he sees it. It is not unusual for me to make twenty-five to seventy five casts into a location that I feel
may be holding a lunker.
Some years ago, I was fishing one of my favorite streams when a sudden storm muddied the water. A couple
of years before, my son Kevin and I had located two very large trout that lived in a large pool not far from
where I was fishing. Quickly, I hurried to the pool, modified my equipment and began fishing. From past experiences, I knew exactly where the fish’s feeding lane was located and I began making repeated casts to this
spot. After about fifty casts, I was ready to give up. On my last cast, I felt a fish take. Upon setting the hook, I
realized that I had hooked one of the largest trout that I had ever seen. I’ve taken several large trout, all species
of salmon up to forty-plus pounds, large northern pike, large and smallmouth bass, and many other species on
a fly rod, but having this huge trout hooked was the first time I ever felt completely helpless with a fly rod.
The trout fought an unusual battle, never attempting any extremely fast, hard runs or attempting to go under
the rock ledge at the head of the pool, easily cutting the tippet.
Often he turned his tail toward the surface and appeared to be standing on his head as he rubbed his mouth on
the bottom, trying to rid himself of the fly. As he tired, he would simply swim to the bottom of the deepest
portion of the pool and sulk until he was rested, then repeat the process again. As he sulked, it was impossible
to move him, although I threw rocks into the water above him, thumped the rod butt, and waded as close to
him as possible, kicking the water to create a loud disturbance. I am reluctant to reveal (because most people
think I’m lying) that it took one and-one-half hours to tire the fish. Finally, he turned on his side and I was able
to work him into shallow water. As I removed my net from the retriever and was preparing to net him, he
rolled slightly and the fly popped out of his mouth. He was so tired that he wobbled slowly into the depths of
the pool.
Unfortunately, I’ve never seen the fish again and I fear that the long battle might have killed him. Approximately a year later, I was lucky enough to catch his mate. She was thirty inches long and weighted exactly ten
pounds. The fish I lost was considerably larger than the one I caught, and I estimate that he was in the twelveto-fourteen pound range. Since this is a big fish method, I try to have several trophy fish located before the
season starts so I can devote all of my “thunderstorm fishing” exclusively to these fish. Once I’ve located
some trophies and conditions get right, my family and friends know the only place they will be able to find me
is on the stream. It is the one time I drop everything I am doing, regardless of its importance, and spend as
much time as possible fishing. During this time I figure my chances of catching a trophy has been increased
about 200%.
If I am unable to locate trophy fish, I devote my fishing time to pools where I have taken large fish in the past,
or to pools that have all the criteria of holding large fish. That is what I was doing on Father’s Day, 1973,
when I caught the North Carolina record brown trout. On this occasion, my wife and I had been out of town
visiting our fathers. As we returned, we crossed the Davidson River just outside of our hometown of Brevard.
When I noticed the river was high and discolored, I gave my wife the scariest three mile ride to our house she
has ever taken. I quickly got out of the car, grabbed my fishing gear and made another rapid trip back to the
river. Since it was getting late in the afternoon, I didn’t have time to go to the places where I fish. My tippet
was clipped to a section testing approximately seven pounds, and I attached a size 4, heavily weighted Bitch
Creek that was tied on a 4x long shank hook. On my first cast,a big fish struck. After a lengthy battle, the fish
was landed. Since it was a late Sunday afternoon, there were not any stores open that had scales to weigh the
fish. I wrapped it in damp towels and placed it in the refrigerator. The next morning, the fish measured twentyseven and one half inches and weighed seven pounds-eleven ounces, breaking the current state record by four
ounces. By the way, the state record I broke was formerly held by my brother, Dwight.
Article courtesy of Kevin Howell
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I

was reading an article written by Jim Dean in Aug-Sep Issue of FLY FISHERMAN titled
Puff Diddies which are CDC dry flies. Dean mentions that local Tennessee guides John
Monroe and Jason Reep consider these flies to be their “go-to” secret weapons for selective
trout on local waters.
The origin of these flies is a bit uncertain, but Monroe credits Terry Melvin of Elizabethton
with developing a prototype about 15 years ago—a simple gray CDC, black-body pattern
called “The Duane.”
This all started to seem familiar to me, so I took out my Journal and sure enough on Sep. 19,
2001 I encountered Terry Melvin on the Watauga River. I remember that day almost 11 years
ago as if it were yesterday. In those days fisherman had access to the Trophy Section of the Watauga River through the River Ridge Campground for the small rod
fee of $7.00. I was sitting on the bench by the boat ramp eating lunch when Terry
approached in a one-man pontoon boat. He asked “how I had done?” My response was less than enthusiastic even though I had had a pretty good morning.
This was all he needed—he paddled over and gave me one of his CDC flies and
proceeded to tell me about the “great day” he was having. The photo below is the
very fly he gave many years ago.
After lunch I went down to the “Caddis Riffle” to try my new fly. Terry was in
the riffle and talking to another fisherman and I joined in. Now is a good time for some background information
about the Watauga River in 2001. In February of 2000 there was a fire in a chemical company on the river. In putting the fire the fire department used a lot of water which washed chemicals into the river resulting in a massive fish
kill. Many large brown trout perished.
The TWRA (no doubt, under pressure from fishermen) stocked in excess of 1.3
million trout over ten miles of the river! Rivers are measured by trout by mile.
In those days the Watauga could be measured in trout per foot! I had not heard
of the San Juan Shuffle before, but gathered below us was a lot of fish. As we
talked I inadvertently lost control of my fly. As I faced upstream in conversation
with my rod under my arm—the next thing I knew my rod was being tugged on
by a fish Terry said “You didn’t let that fly hit the water, did you?” (Great fly no
casts, one fish)
The San Shuffle—A fisherman shuffles his feet in the rocks and stones, which dislodges debris and food resulting in
fish gathering below. If the fisherman fishes for these fish its illegal on the San Juan River. Elsewhere it’s unethical.
In my case it was accidental.
Jim Hoskinson

A San Juan Shuffle Blog
This summer when I was fishing on the Bighorn, I was fishing some riffle and the fishing was REALLY slow. As I
was flailing away, I noticed something moving below me. I was shocked to see 5 or 6 20-24 inch rainbows darting
back forth in the crap I was kicking up. I immediately dropped my fly by my leg and watched a fish about 2 feet
from my leg inhale it. At the time, I thought I was really sneaky! After releasing my 5th 20+ inch fish, some guide
drifts by and starts yelling something about "The Shuffle", ethics, and some unmentionable words. Later in the day,
I was talking to a man who said that what I was doing was called the "San Juan Shuffle", and was actually illegal on
the San Juan. He said that many people consider it as unethical as baiting.
Unknown
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Glove Bug
This fly is made from a car wash glove. Thus the name ‘Glove Bug’ The glove is made from Micro Fiber. This fiber really soaks up the water which makes it sink well.
Looks like someone decided to put legs and eyes on Chris’s Green Whopper—Editor

Glove Bug

Hatches flytyingforum.com

Chris’s Green Whopper

Welcome New Member

Snags & Snarls—July 2011

Carroll Hawbaker

Reference Phone Numbers
NC Wildlife Violations

800-662-7137

NC Wildlife Resource Comm. - Doug Bessler828-659-8684
Fish Biologist - Lorie Stroup 828-877-3265 ext 219
Fish Hatchery Kiosk - John Johnson

johnjohnson153@gmail.com

Water discharges on the Green River

800-829-5253

Or http://www.duke-energy.com/lakes/scheduledflow-releases.asp (TUXEDO)
Water discharges on the Nantahala River & Tuckasegee River
National Trout Unlimited www.tu.org
Pisgah Chapter Trout Unlimited www.pisgahchaptertu.org
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866-332-5253

Calendar of Events—2012

July 31 Board Meeting 6:30 Flat Rock Wood Room
August 9 General Meeting 6:45 Social 7:15 Meeting

Pisgah Chapter Directory
President

Mark Byington

864-979-7436

markb@byingtonla.net

Vice President.

Chris Ellis

864-458-6240

chris.ellis@us.michelin.com

Secretary

John Johnson

828-749-1370

johnjohnson153@gmail.com

Treasurer
Past President.
Director

Skip Sheldon
Kiki Matthews
John Kies

828-891-3264
828-696-1599
828-698-5207

shelhalla@bellsouth.net)
kikimatthews@bellsouth.net
johnkies@bellsouth.net

Director

David Pierce

828-891-8991

piercefordp@yahoo.com

Director

Charlie Dotson

828-245-8469

sdotson@bellsouth.net

Director

Joe Moore

828-551-8809

No e-mail

Director

Brandon Apodaca

828-674-5161

brandona52@hotmail.com

Director

John Rich

803-767-9006

cosw@netzero.net

Webmaster

Scott Shafer

828-698-2927

sdshafer1@bellsouth.net

Davidson River
Project Leader

Tim Schubmehl

828-891-5163

tschubmehl@hotmail.com

Snags & Snarls

Jim Hoskinson

828-891-8440

jimhosk@bellsouth.net

OUR VISION
Pursue a future where healthy populations of native and wild cold water fish thrive in the Western North Carolina
region for following generations to enjoy.

OUR MISSION
Conserve, protect and restore cold water fisheries and their watersheds in the Western North Carolina region.
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